
 

From the desk of Dr. Petra Kern, Editor-in-Chief: imagine: Early Childhood Online Magazine 

multimedia license agreement 

I ____________________________________(the “Owner”) am the legal owner of the Material (described below) and for good and valuable 

consideration I hereby grant to de la vista publisher (producer of imagine) a non-exclusive license in the Material in the interest of 

furthering the imagine’s creation and distribution of informational and clinical materials. 

 

de la vista publisher recognizes that the Owner has retained the copyright to the Material. Owner recognizes that Owner has the right and 

power to enter into this license agreement and has obtained valid written multimedia permissions of release from any and all individuals 

who appear in the Material. Owner warrants that Owner has not previously licensed the multimedia rights to the Material and that de la 

vista publisher’s use of the Material will not violate any rights of any kind or nature of any third party.   

Owner indemnifies and holds harmless de la vista publisher, its successors, assigns and licensees, from and against any and all claims in 

any way connected with any breach or any representation or warranty made by Owner.  Likewise, de la vista indemnifies and holds 

harmless Owner, its successors, assigns and licensees, from and against any and all claims in any way connected with any breach or any 

representation or warranty made by de la vista publisher.   

Owner hereby grants to de la vista publisher a perpetual license to the Material, including: 
 

1.   The right to copy, use, perform, display and distribute the Materials for any legitimate purpose, including but not limited to 
distribution by means of streaming or other technologies via the Internet, or distribution of audio or video files (e.g., 
podcasts) for download by the public. 

2.   The right to combine the Material with other images, recordings, or printed matter in the production of motion pictures, 

television tape, sound recordings, still photography, CD-ROM or any other media. 

3.   The right to alter the Material. 

4.   The right to use the Material in connection with the marketing of imagine events or educational materials. 
 
The Owner warrants that de la vista publisher may exercise such rights without further permission from the Owner and without the 
payment of any royalties monies. Any assignment by the Owner of the copyrights of the material shall be subject to this agreement. The 
Owner understands that de la vista publisher is not obligated to make any use of the Material or exercise any of the rights granted it by 
this license. 
 

Agreed by the parties as of ________________________, 20_____. 

 
Owner 

 

Signature     

 

Print Full Name     

 

Location    

 

Email Address 

 

de la vista publisher represented by 

Dr. Petra Kern, Editor-in-Chief, imagine 

Location    

Santa Barbara, CA 

Email Address 

imagine@musictherapy.biz 


